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Mastering AutoCAD 2000Sybex, 1999
Mastering AutoCAD 2000 is an ideal companion for any engineer who uses the popular CAD program from Autodesk. Its 1,600-plus pages are filled with screen shots, illustrations, notes, and tips that will help new users master the learning curve of AutoCAD. It will also open up the new features of the latest AutoCAD release to users of...
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Linux Schnellkurs für AdministratorenO'Reilly, 2007

	Als Bill Lubanovic und ich gerade die letzten Änderungen an diesem Buch 

	vornahmen, belauschte ich in unserem Cisco-Labor ein Gespräch zwischen zwei 

	Arbeitskollegen, die sich gerade über Linux unterhielten. Der Senior-Netzwerkguru der

	beiden ließ dabei eine interessante Bemerkung fallen. Er sagte, dass...
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Go Programming Blueprints - Solving Development Challenges with GolangPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Learn to apply the nuances of the Go language, and get to know the open source community that surrounds it to implement a wide range of start-up quality projects
	
		Write interesting, and clever but simple code, and learn skills and techniques that are directly transferrable to your own...
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Stock Options and the New Rules of Corporate Accountability : Measuring, Managing, and Rewarding Executive PerformanceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Chairman, President, and CEO, Ceridian Corporation
Executive compensation in America is out of control. Board members of some of America's largest corporations have publicly acknowledged this problem and are actively searching for solutions. While new accounting rules requiring an expense for options are a step in the right...
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Digital Television: Technology and StandardsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The only single, comprehensive textbook on all aspects of digital television
The next few years will see a major revolution in the technology used to deliver television services as the world moves from analog to digital television. Presently, all existing textbooks dealing with analog television standards (NTSC and PAL) are becoming obsolete as...
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The General Theory of Relativity: A Mathematical ApproachCambridge University Press, 2021

	The book aims to expound the general theory of relativity with a mathematical point of view. Catering to the needs of postgraduate students and researchers in the field of astrophysics and mathematical physics, it offers the readers a comprehensive understanding of the advanced topics of the subject matter. It specifically discusses the...
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Algorithmic ArchitectureArchitectural Press, 2006
How to use Algorithms to solve complex design issues     

       Why does the word design owe its origin to Latin and not Greek roots?  Where do the limits of the human mind lie?  How does ambiguity enter the deterministic world of computation? Who was Parmenides and why is his philosophy still puzzling today?  This unique volume...
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Analysis and Purification Methods in Combinatorial Chemistry (Chemical Analysis: A Series of Monographs on Analytical Chemistry and Its Applications)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Quality measurement, control, and improvement in      combinatorial chemistry

      Combinatorial chemistry has developed rapidly in the past decade, with great      advances made by scientists working on analysis and purification of a large      number of compounds and the analysis of polymer-bound compounds. However,      formidable...
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Smart Grid Control: Overview and Research Opportunities (Power Electronics and Power Systems)Springer, 2018

	
		This book focuses on the role of systems and control. Focusing on the current and future development of smart grids in the generation and transmission of energy, it provides an overview of the smart grid control landscape, and the potential impact of the various investigations presented has for technical aspects of power generation and...
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Introduction to Chemical Graph Theory (Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications)CRC Press, 2018

	
		Introduction to Chemical Graph Theory is a concise introduction to the main topics and techniques in chemical graph theory, specifically the theory of topological indices. These include distance-based, degree-based, and counting-based indices. The book covers some of the most commonly used mathematical...
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MCSD Training Guide: Solution ArchitecturesQue, 1999
Each Training Guide will be organized around the exam objectives.  This makes it very easy for readers to focus on areas where they need to improve.  It also helps them identify what the key topics on the exam will be.

   The MCSD Solution Architectures Training Guide is a fine, well-thought-out, solidly put together book on...
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Mind Performance Projects for the Evil Genius: 19 Brain-Bending Bio HacksMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Have some evil fun inside your head!

This wickedly inventive guide offers 19 build-it-yourself projects featuring high-tech devices that can map, manipulate, and even improve the greatest computer on earth-the human brain. Every project inside Mind Performance Projects for the Evil Genius is perfectly safe and...
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